EAA 172 Friday, June 8, 2012, evening meal
For both days we had some of the best weather for a fly-in -- light wind, sunny skies, not-too-hot. On Friday the Wrens
hangar group displayed their aircraft. Don Murphy flew in with his APF. Some aircraft folks came from the Carolinas and
the Rome, Georgia, EAA chapter. So, the day before the “official” fly-in
there were already 14 aircraft on the field! The RC
(radio control) modelers also started to arrive and
were setting up in their area at the east end of the
airport property. At this RC section of the field
Shane Nothdurft started cooking the hog which takes
12+ hours to prepare. This would be devoured by the
RC visitors the next day. We had a “bring your own
meat to grill” meal under the tents. Sid Brown and his family had prepared
potatoes and salad and set out grills for attendees to use to cook the meat
they brought. By 6:00 PM members and visitors started grilling their
meat and sitting down and enjoying the meal. At 7:53 PM, after the
meal started, there was an invocation and remembrance of visiting
pilot Chris Bowen who had passed away earlier in the day. Club
President Al Nodorft welcomed all the visitors. During the meal
members enjoyed music by Bethany Kathleen. After the meal the RC
airplane people demonstrated the fully lighted RC aircraft flying
around the airport in the dark. Then members enjoyed fly-in videos
presented by the Rome, Georgia, visitors. It was projected on the side of the adjoining hangar.

Many RC aircraft ready for flight.

The lighted up “True RC” After Dark
aircraft was huge.

Wrens O.B. Brown Memorial Fly-in June 9, 2012
Starting early in the morning a number of aircraft of all types flew in. The weather was fantastic -- sunny with a light breeze.
Aircraft continued coming in during the day. There were several RV types of aircraft: RV-4, RV-8, RV-8A, RV-10. Also
there were a number of Cessna and Titan aircraft and the Air Med 109C helicopter. David Robinson brought in his Bensen
B-8M gyroplane from North Augusta, SC. Of course Ross and Machell Wheeler displayed the RAF 2000 GTX SE
gyroplane. John Sligar brought out his Phoenix Aero 503 powered parachute. There were about 28 larger aircraft (not RC)
of all types at the fly-in. We had visitors from all around Georgia – from Rome, Atlanta, Macon, Millen, and of course
Augusta, Evans, Grovetown, Martinez, Wrens, Louisville, and Stapleton. Other visitors came from North and South
Carolina. Many more RC people came in. They were mainly from two groups: the Trenton RC Flyers from Trenton, SC, and
the Ogeechee Aeromasters from Statesboro, GA. There were more than 20 RC aircraft including jets and helicopters. There
were also tractor and vintage automobile displays. Some club members worked in the EAA 172 food trailer providing
hamburgers and other refreshments to the visitors. There were 150-200 visitors from the local area. In the afternoon we
enjoyed the Country/Western and Gospel singing by Michelle Quick.

The mayor of Stapleton watched over
the tractor display.

The Air Med 109C helicopter coming in.

Some of the visiting gyroplane folks
from Windsor, SC, North Augusta,
SC, and Macon, GA.

Ray Sheffield standing proudly with his Rans S-19.

RC aircraft in the air.

Visitors looking at Ross Wheeler’s
RAF 2000 gyroplane.
Greg Connell’s snazzy RV-10
Machell Wheeler got a ride in
Al Nodorft’s Christen Eagle.

Wide view of what was going on at the fly-in.

Crowd sitting in the shade of the
hangar watching the fly-in activities.

Mikayla Nodorft, Cathy Brown,
Michael Nodorft, and Noah Goff
working in the food trailer.

Michelle Quick serenading
those in the hangar.

